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The reception area

NORDIC LIGHT HOTEL, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN. DESIGN SJÖÖ FABRIKS.
RECEPTION DESK IN CORIAN® CAMEO WHITE.

MÖVENPICK HOTEL, OBERURSEL, GERMANY. 
THREE ROUND RECEPTION DESKS IN CORIAN® RAIN FOREST 
COMBINED WITH WOOD.

ENTRANCE OF THE LAGUNA PALACE HOTEL, MESTRE, ITALY.  
DESIGN STUDIO MARCO PIVA. 

In the competitive world of hotels, designers 

today aim to blend the best of technology 

with tradition, combining the charm of yesterday

with the demands of modern day life. 

Hotels offer an ever-wider range of services, 

from restaurants and bars to fitness centres,

swimming pools, boutiques and hair salons, 

all designed to fulfil their customers’ every wish. 

Today’s guests select hotels that offer comfort 

in every detail, ensuring their total well-being. 

Totally solid, Corian® is made of natural minerals 

and has aesthetic and functional qualities that 

are particularly appreciated in the hotel sector. 

It makes perfect sense, thanks to its inherent

hygiene and functionality, its style and flexibility

in design. But Corian® has an added dimension

when combined with other materials, giving 

hotels a soul and creating a unique atmosphere. 

Corian® creates subtle, individual environments

where elegance and comfort are perfectly balanced. 

LEFT LAGUNA PALACE HOTEL, MESTRE, ITALY. DESIGN STUDIO MARCO PIVA.



The guestroom

Tastefully furnished and fitted with just the right

details, the guestroom is an inviting cocoon for 

the weary traveller. With its contemporary look 

and its comforting feel, Corian® shapes the setting,

leaving a lasting impression on your guests. 

A bedside table, a desk and a luggage rack here

reveal its clean, refined lines, while a stylish shelf

unit there blends effortlessly into a tight corner. 

"TABLESTORE", LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM. DESIGN ADRIAN
WRIGHT. BRILLIANT SLAB COLLECTION IN CORIAN® GLACIER WHITE.

LUGGAGE RACK IN CORIAN® CANYON.

BEDSIDE TABLE TOP IN CORIAN® NOCTURNE.

LEFT BENTLEY HOTEL, NEW YORK, USA. DESIGN GOODMAN CHARLTON INC.



The bathroom

In the bathroom, the gentleness and warmth 

of Corian® create an oasis of calm, where your

guests can regain their strength. 

Available in a variety of soft, soothing colours, 

or in deliberately contrasting and invigorating

hues, bath cladding in Corian®, with matching

vanity top and soap holder, helps to smooth away

the physical tensions of the day. 

On a functional level, Corian® offers impeccable

standards of hygiene. Solid and non-porous, 

it is joined without visible seams, creating vanity

tops that appear to have been made from a single

piece of Corian® and are therefore simple to clean.

"THE HOTEL", LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND. DESIGNED JEAN NOUVEL.
VANITY TOP AND BOWLS IN ONE PIECE IN CORIAN® GLACIER WHITE.

NOVOTEL, ROTTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS. 
AN "ALL IN ONE" VANITY BOWL IN CORIAN® PYRENEES.

RADISSON SAS ROYAL VIKING HOTEL, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN. 
DESIGN SNICKARBOLAGET. VANITY TOP AND BOWL 
IN CORIAN® CAMEO WHITE AND CORIAN® GRAY FIELDSTONE.

LEFT VANITY TOP AND BOWL IN CORIAN® GLACIER WHITE AND CORIAN® GRAVEL. DESIGN RENAUD HEYMANS. 



The bathroom

But Corian® has other assets beyond the functional.

Whether it is used in a homely, relaxed setting 

or a resolutely sophisticated decor, it satisfies 

the most eclectic of tastes. Corian® can be shaped 

to cover the walls of a shower room, seamlessly

integrating essential details such as a soap holder;

or moulded to form stylish, original vanity tops. 

Any design is possible with Corian®, however

daring, however functional. Its range of colours

opens up countless possibilities and its

inconspicious seams allow you to create pure lines 

that blend perfectly with contemporary bathroom

fittings or strikingly stylish design details. 

Corian® also combines beautifully with 

wood, stainless steel or glass to create original

units. Whether you opt for a revitalising 

shower or a relaxing bath, Corian® ensures an

unforgettable experience. 

LEFT VANITY TOP AND BOWL IN CORIAN® VANILLA. DESIGN MASSIMO FUCCI.

"ECLETTICO PLUS", ITALY. DESIGN F. GECHELE, MAKRO DESIGN.
BATH CLADDING IN CORIAN® NOCTURNE.

"ZEN" VANITY, MILANO, ITALY. DESIGN MASSIMO FUCCI. 
VANITY IN CORIAN® NOCTURNE AND CORIAN® BONE.

CORIAN® SHOWER WALLS WITH FITTED SHELVES. 
DESIGN CHARLES ZÄCH.



The bar and the restaurant

Ideal for a quick, light lunch, the buffet welcomes

guests to its Corian® counter. The material can 

be adapted to suit all requirements, from fitted,

covered containers to cold-storage areas, ensuring

the same cool freshness wherever it is used. 

The gourmet restaurant with its Corian® tabletops

satisfies the most demanding standards of both

beauty and hygiene. 

In the background, the subdued lighting of 

the bar helps guests relax. In a warm, muted

atmosphere, the Corian® surface uses colours

daringly to reflect the cocktails prepared by 

the barman. Through informal chats, confidences 

or the final details of a negotiation, the world is

shaped and reshaped along this bar or around 

the occasional tables in Corian®. And nothing not 

a spilt drink or a forgotten cigarette will mar 

its beauty and elegance. 

LEFT CASTELL HOTEL, ZUOZ, SWITZERLAND. DESIGN GABRIELE HÄCHLER AND PIPILOTTI RIST. 
BAR AND DROP FAÇADE IN A SINGLE PIECE IN CORIAN® HOT.

SIDE HOTEL, HAMBURG, GERMANY. DESIGN MATTEO THUN 
AND BOB WILSON. DETAIL OF SUSHI BAR COUNTER 
IN CORIAN® SEAGRASS.

BUFFET IN CORIAN® GLACIER WHITE.

DEVI GAHR HOTEL, RAJASTHAN, INDIA. 
DESIGN GAUTAM BHATIA AND NAVEEN GUPTA. 



Corian® works its magic everywhere

The natural style and design flexibility of 

Corian® make it suitable for use in almost any

environment - from the fitness centre to the 

stylish surroundings of the ‘Prestige’ boutique. 

Conference tables, display cases and shelves,

vanities in public washrooms, counters in beauty

and hair salons – they all contribute towards 

a warm, relaxed atmosphere. 

Corian® works its magic in all these places.

Omnipresent, it accompanies guests throughout

their stay, creating refined surroundings, making

their lives easier, enhancing their sense of 

well-being and fulfilling their every desire. 

Corian® is the original solid surface material made

only by DuPont. It is a material made of natural

minerals, colored pigments and acrylic resin. 

Its more than 30 year presence in hotels is due to

the excellent benefits it offers.

Endless design possibilities:

The thermoformability of Corian® and the more

than 100 colors available offer design possibilities

that are not achievable with natural products.

With designs from classic to modern, or traditional

to exclusive, it blends into any environment and

combines beautifully with other materials.

Hygienic and easy to clean:

Integrated bowls without any visible joints and

angles between horizontal and vertical parts

prevent accumulation of dirt and humidity,

ensuring the highest standards of hygiene.  

Corian® installations are exceptionally quick and

easy to clean with common household products.

A worthwhile and lasting investment:

Corian® is non-porous, stain resistant and does not

delaminate. Scratches and cigarette burns can

easily be removed. In case of damage, it can be

repaired on site, thus minimizing downtime and

unavailability of rooms.

The DuPont warranty:

All installations fitted by a member of the DuPont

Quality Network are covered by a limited 10-year

installed warranty, in addition to the DuPont

product 10-year warranty.

Corian® - once captivated, you will always 

come back!

ST. ANDREW'S BAY GOLF RESORT, ST. ANDREW'S, SCOTLAND.  
DESIGN PARR & CO. CLOAKROOMS WITH INTEGRAL VANITY BOWLS 
IN CORIAN® RAIN FOREST, EVERGREEN AND GLACIER WHITE. 

BEAUTY CARE CENTRE, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM. 
DESIGN DAVID CHIPPERFIELD. WALL CLADDING, VANITIES 
AND FURNITURE IN CORIAN® GLACIER WHITE. 

CONFERENCE TABLE ENTIRELY IN CORIAN® CAMEO WHITE, TOKYO. 
DESIGN RENA DUMAS.

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO BOUTIQUE, VENEZIA, ITALY. 
DESIGN MICHAEL GABELLINI ARCHITECTS. 
SHELVES IN CORIAN® GLACIER WHITE . 

The benefits of Corian®
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0800/962 116 (UK), 1800/553 252 (IRL),

0800/91 72 72 (F), 0800/1810018 (D),

0800/554614 (CH), 800/876750 (I),

0800/29 5833 (A), 0800/96 666 (B), 

800/23079 (L), 901/120 089 (E),

0800/022 35 00 (NL), ++351 227 536 900 (Portugal), 

++30 210 3418050 (Greece),  

++46 31 697 580 (Nordic Countries),  

++7 495 789 2363 (Russia, Ukraine & Kazakhstan),

++40 31 62 04 110 (Romania, Bulgaria & Serbia),

++420 257 414 213 (Czech republic, Slovakia & Hungary),

++32 15 47 3273 (Central & Eastern Europe),

++971 4 321 1530 (Pakistan, Middle East, Africa, Malta & Cyprus), 

++90 212 340 0400 (Turkey, Israel & Central Asia*)

* = Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan

To learn more about DuPont™ Zodiaq®, 

our new surfacing material, call us or visit : 

www.zodiaq.com




